Some important circumstances of fluid flow involve the interpenetration of several different materials. Examples are the passage of raindrops through air, of bubbles or sediments through water, and of gas through a fluidized dust bed. If the embedded material is a single particle, drop,or bubble, then its dynamics and concurrent reaction back onto the fluid may be amenable to relatively simple analysis through the use of a drag function for momentum exchange, a phase transition function for mass exchange, and a heat transfer function for energy exchange. If there are numerous separate pieces of the embedded material, then the dynamics must also include collective effects, which cen complicate the theoretical flow analysis almost to intractability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Some important circumstances of fluid flow involve the interpenetration of several different materials. Examples are the passage of raindrops through air, of bubbles or sediments through water, and of gas through a fluidized dust bed. If the embedded material is a single particle, drop,or bubble, then its dynamics and concurrent reaction back onto the fluid may be amenable to relatively simple analysis through the use of a drag function for momentum exchange, a phase transition function for mass exchange, and a heat transfer function for energy exchange. If there are numerous separate pieces of the embedded material, then the dynamics must also include collective effects, which cen complicate the theoretical flow analysis almost to intractability.
The usual procedure for a many-particle analysis is to represent the dynamics of each material by means of field variables. Consider a mixture of air and water in proportions that can vary from small bubbles in a fluid to small droplets in a gas. In each extreme, the disperse material may be closely tied ("frozen in") to the motion of the surrounding continuous phase, so that there is no relative motion, or drift, between them. For intermediate proportions, the added complications include the retarded drift of the dispersed phase, the induced currents in the continuous phase, condensation and evaporation from or to the water vapor in the air, the release or absorption of latent heat, and the resultant effects of buoyancy. At the same time, collective effects profoundly modify the dynamics from what would occur if the dispersed bubbles or droplets were independent. Collisions and interacting wakes alter the momentum exchange, change the mean size scale of the dispersed material, and distort the droplets or bubbles to large departures from sphericity. The variables necessary to describe these interacting proces&es must 'Include two different fields of velocity vectors, a void-fraction or porosity function, two fields of temperature, and two (or possibly one) fields of pressure.
More generally, the effects of a spectrum of si2e scale for the dispersed phase leads to the requirement for a continuum of field velocities, or alternatively for a distribution function like the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for molecular velocities in a gas. It is easy to see that the complexities for the analysis of such a system can grow almost without bound, especially if the dispersed phase consists of a vuriety of different materials with the potentiality for chemical or nuclear reactions occurring during the dynamics. It is therefore easily realized that numerical solutions with high-speed computer offer the only opportunity for realistic theoretical analysis of any but the most simple multiphase flow problems.
The purpose of this report is to describe a recently developed numerical solution procedure called the Implicit, Multi-Field (IMF) technique, Khirh is applicable to the study of Mme-varying {1 nitf<• 1 -value) problems in several space dimensions, in which the continuous phas is a liquid or gas flowing at any Mflch number from zero (the incompressible limit) to well <>bove unity (the supersonic limit), and the dispersed chase is formed of microscopically incompressible particles or droplets all with the same scale. Because ti\? details of the numerical technique.
1 And associated computer code have been discussed elsphfiere , ' this report concentrates on a discussion of the fundamental equations, and on the interpretation and accuracy of the numerical solutions. In cartiular. we show an alternative derivation of the momentum equations, which avoids some difficulties encountered by previous authors in formulating the pressure-gradient terras. We also discuss the stability of the equations from botr. the continuum antl numerical (finite-diinference) points of view. !n this regard, three aspects of the matter are of importance:
1. The high-frequency instabilities of the differential equations, which make the formulation "illposed," and cannot, in any case, be resolved by the finite-difference equations.
2. The low-frequency instabilities of the differential equations, which represent important physical processes in the time-varying dynamics, and 3. Instabilities that might be introduced by the numerical solution procedure, whose avoidance by implicitness of the formulation or the introduction of dissipation itmst not be accomplished at the expense of damping the dynamics of interest.
These topics are discussed from an analy*is.al viewpoint, and illustrated by means of results from some computer calculations.
II. STATISTICAL DFRIVATIOM OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS
The field equations for multiphase flow have been derived by many investigators, usually by means of applying the conservation e^uaUons for mass, momentum, and energy to the dynamics in some control volume. Difficulties arise in such derivations fron the manner by which cuts are made through the material of one phase in order to integrate over tne volume of the other, and by the way in which area and volume integrals over a single phase are transformed to integrals arounc or over the entire control region. Ingenious techniques have been used to accomplish the averaging implied by these transformations, but controversy persists in the literature as to which procedures are correct. In particular, there is disagreement regarding the formulation of the pressure gradient terns in the momentum equations, and controversy continues concerning the requirement for terms included to ensure that the formulation is well poseiJ.
In this section we show that an alternative type of derivation can be employed, avoidinq the ambiguities that arise f rom control-volume techniques. We employ a Liouville equation for the distribution of scale and velocity, and show that moments of the equation enable e. relationship to be found between the field properties and the detailed interactions anong phases. In addition to avoiding some of the previous derivation difficulties, the Liouville approach forms a consistent basis for the inclusion of various complicated extensions to che field equations, such as dose-packed momentum transfer, the effects of a local spectrum of scales, and fluctuational pressure from the disperse phase.
We outline a special cjse of the derivation from whicn the extended and more general forms can be constructed. The central function in the derivation is N(r, x, u, t), which is defined in such a way that N dr dx du is the probable number of solid particles with size (e.g., radius) r in the interval dr, position x within the interval dx, and velocity u in the interval du. a* time t. In addition, m(r) is the ina&s of a particle witl,-si«> r [e.g., infr) '4-r r/3, in which >• is the microscopic density of the particulate (dispersed) phese]. Froir these functions, the following raiments can be formed:
in which the total time derivatives are along dynamically and kinematic.ally allowable paths individual particles. Thus, for Eq. (5),
the of the (6)
and and dr/dt is determined from the rate function for phase transition and the geometrical configuration of the particle. Assuming that tre particles ore spheres, we can write
These functions of position and time describe the mass of participate niatt'rtal ptr unit total volume, . ', the iiuss-averaged component of velocity in direction x. t "ui., and the number density of the particles, N . Note that the void fraction is given by l-(, 7.).
The fundamental equation for our derivation expresses the conservation of trie tutal number of particles in any volume of r, i, u space moving with the particles. Thus we neglect fragmentation, coalescence and other processes that would alter the number of particles, the effects of which could be added as a source term to the particle-number conservation equation, ///Ndrdudx = 0 .
(4)
It is important to note that the total mass of particles in the arbitrary hyperspace volume is not conserved by our expression.
By means of the usual rules for differentiation of an integral, and the condition that the volume of integration is arbitrary, Eq. (4) can be transformed to the following equivalent Liouvflle Equation:
dr wh'cl: will allow the mass transfer rate to be related to the rate of change of radius. Indeed, because of the unique relationship in this case between m and r, the distribution function could as well have been N(m, x, u, t). Equation (5) describes the dynamics of the single-particle distribution function, and depends only on expressions for the kinematics and dynamics of a single particle. Nevertheless, there are two ways by which this equation can be considered to represent the multiparticle effects of the dispersed phase. One of these is through the force function, F., which represents the time-varying force on a single particle, but can contain in its formulation a representation of the average effects on that particle to be expected from surroundinp particles. Although this is only an approximate representation of collective effects, which could be improved by the inclusion of integrals over a two-particle distribution function as a source to Eq. (5), we shall see that the present version is entirely sufficient to illustrate the derivation of a correct expression for the pressure-gradient effects in the field equations for momentum. This is because the second way in which Eq. (5) fer, respectively, to the rate ot ihanye of dispersed'phase mass in the volume, tiie convective flux of that mass through the edges of the volume, and the rate of mass conversion ti> the dispersed phase by means of phase transitions within the volume. We have, for example, arrived at an expression for convective :flux"without i h»> explicit requirement for assuming that the volume per unit total volume of the dispersed phase is ei)Mjl ir the area per unit area open for convection. In similar fashion, the terms in Eq.'^9) can be interpreted as the rate of change of total dispersed-ptta >e momentum, the contribution to womentwp chanqe from the ntf'.in . orivettive flux, the fluctuatiui-«1 contribution analogous to a Reynolds stress urt.trtiultwt flow, the effect of single-particle tore* 1 -., on the field momentum, and the conversion rate to dispi.-rsed-phase iwmentuni from phase transitions.
1'iudtions <>') and ()' tiave considerable potentiality for interpretation and extensions, some of Vihich will be reported eNewlure. lor our present purpose, we limit the divussinn to the special case in which i •. . 
III. DRIFT-FLUX APPROXIMATION
The field equations for the fluid and particle; are now written with subscripts f and p, respectively, as follows o.
:
Note, however, that if the continuous phase is turbulent, then this approximation may not be valid.
In that case /n { p Q da must be split into two contributions, one from the mean-flow pressure and the other representing the statistical e'ft-cts of the small-scale pressure fluctuations, analogous to those of Brownian motion. In any cast, the transformation in Eq. (1«) is over a single particle, rather than a set of particles in a control volume, and it is this crucial difference from control; volume derivations that allows ut to avoid tne difficulties previously associated wit* e»*r»*un« the pressure-gradient effects in the «ulti»M» ntuM equations. With these considerations. In. Ill) b '9 P. 
IV. STABILITY OF THfEiJUfeTiONS
Consider the simplest two-pluse flow with relative velocity between the phases, namely a homogeneous configuration in which the density of each field is constant in space and tine, and equilibrium is maintained by a balance among jniform pressure gradient, constant gravity, and a constant drag forre between the material.
As an example, such a f!c* could be realised in an idea) fluidlMd dust bed. in which the particles ire suspended by tns upward motion of a fluid or gas through tne field of dust. Suppose that a one-dimensional perturbation were introduced along tne }me of flow of the continuous phase. The question arises regarding the stability of such a perturbation.
Physical reasoning suggests thai the perturbation amplitude would grow. Where the particles are "clumped" or closely packed together, jhe tluid must flow more rapidly through mem than nearby where the parttculate density is more sparse. Bernoulli's law indicates that the pressure would be lower in such a region of clumping, just as it is in the throat of a Venturi contraction. As a result, particles would accelerate towards the region of clumping and the perturbation amplitude increase. This it a longitudinal variant of the transvein: Helmholt; instability, which is driven by a similar variation in pressure along the streamlines on either side of an irregular interface.
A detailed linear stability analysis confirms the intuitive reasoning, and shows in we detail both the growth and propagation of such longitudinal perturbations. In the absence of viscous dissipation, the equations exhibit an instability growth rate that becomes infinite as the perturbation wave length becomes vanishincly small. As a result, the equations are classed as ill posed, and therefore not applicable to the solution of initial-value problems.
In physical reality, the ill-posed nature is precluded by dissipative processes, which are especially effective in damping the highest frequency components of any perturbation, at the same time Thus, the smaller the cell size, the less viscosity is required. At the same time. Fig. 1 siio^s that the snaller the viscosity, the smaller is the perturbation wavelength that is essentially unaltered. Thus the two considerations are compatible. , Fir a given physical scale to be resolved, the mesh seals, ox, can be reduced, at least in principle, to tie extent that the contortion is resolved/and the viscosity required for numerical stability will haye nsgligible effect on the scale of the contortion.
In practice, this necessary fineness of mesh scale can, indeed, be realized with (l present computers for many, but not all, problems of interest. Tne next section describes and illustrates several examples.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In order to demonstrate Wat long-wavelength* instability cjn be accurately calculated, despite tne mitigation of very short-wavelength instability by means of numerical dissipation, we consider the configuration of a fluidized dust bed in which cnysical instability is well known to occur. "o .
resulting in a pressure-driven expansion. The bottom dud right-hand boundaries dre Considered riqid, r,
